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TEST TAKING TIPS

I. Information About CCRN/CCRN-E/K Exams
AACN-CCRN Adult Content Blueprint

II. Test Taking Strategies
A. Studying for the Exam

      *AACN Certification and Core Review for High Acuity and Critical Care* 6th ed. J. Alspach Editor. Test Question text with CD. Published 2007

   2. A Current Critical Care Nursing Text, Pathophysiology and Pharmacology Texts are Excellent References

   3. Practice Questions are a MUST
      ✗ AACN has practice books
      ✗ AACN has practice CDs, new question book had CD
      ✗ AACN has self assessment exam via web page – SAE Other Publishers have question books and CDs
      ✗ Certification Prep Review Column in *Critical Care Nurse*
      ✗ Do Questions to Identify areas of Strength and Weakness and Creat Study Plan from Results
      ✗ Monitor Time When Taking Practice Exams
      ✗ Evaluate Reasons you Got Particular Items Correct or Incorrect (test taking, question reading or content)

B. Applying to Take the Exam
Read directions carefully and remember to include everything required in the application. An incomplete application will delay the scheduling of the exam. Can apply on line or with paper application. Once application is accepted you will be notified and have 90 days to take exam.
C. Day of the Exam
   ✗ Know Where you are Going & Give Yourself Plenty of Time to Get There
   ✗ Wear Something Comfortable and Bring a Sweater or Jacket
   ✗ Get a Good Nights Sleep the Night Before
   ✗ Remember to Eat
   ✗ Don’t Bring a Lot of Stuff with You – you can not take it in the room anyway

D. Taking the Exam
1. Read Each Question Carefully
   ✗ Read the stem and identify what it is asking before reading the choices (distractors)
   ✗ Consider the correct answer before reading the distractors
   ✗ Read all the distractors before making a selection
   ✗ Once making a choice go back and read the question again to see if this choice answers the question

2. Don’t Read Into the Question
   ✗ Avoid asking “What if?”
   ✗ Avoid comparing to similar clinical simulations from work and selecting the response that matches what you did at work. Clinical experience is a great help but remember to answer the question that is being asked
   ✗ If the answer you “want” is not there reread the question – maybe you missed something. Select the best answer from the choices you are offered

3. Look for Key Words
   ✗ All the responses might be correct depending on the question that is asked. Key words help to direct your selection
   ✗ Early or Late
   ✗ Best
   ✗ First
   ✗ Time Frame: Initial, Pre-Op, Post-OP
   ✗ Immediately
   ✗ Always or Never
   ✗ Most Likely or Least Likely
Nursing Process: Assessment, Plan, Intervention, Evaluation
Prioritize: Remember ABCs always come as first priority

4. Answer All Questions
A non answered question counts the same as an incorrect answer. No penalty for guessing
You can mark questions to return to, but select your best choice before continuing

5. Changing Answers
As a rule your first choice is usually the best choice
Only change answers if you were unsure to begin with and upon careful consideration feel another option is correct
Don’t let distracters of other questions make you change your mind. Remember they are called distracters for a reason
When in doubt Don’t Change It!

6. Keep Your Eye on The Time
Make a plan before the test
Monitor progress throughout test
If running short and a question is long consider skipping it to answer two shorter questions
Continue to consider every response carefully even if running behind

III. Celebrate!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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